View Victorian England Research Papers on Academia.edu for free. These debates reveal the corset as a garment loaded with social and cultural significance and fashion as a material site for battling politics of class distinction and gender behaviour. I explore how this single garment came to represent the entirety of British femininity and how actual women navigated and situated themselves within the rigidly defined, yet often contradictory, prescriptions for an ideal body. This paper examines the social commentary of late Victorian England masked by humor in "An Ideal Husband". Through theatrical and literary comedic devices, Oscar Wilde showcases the hypocrisy of absolute ideals of morality by parodying more. In early Victorian England, there was an intense debate about whether government involvement in the provision of popular elementary education was appropriate. Government did in the end become actively involved, first in the administration of schools and in the supervision of instruction, then in establishing and administering compulsory schooling laws. While increasing government involvement would seem to provide the most obvious explanation for this rise, David F. Mitch seeks to demonstrate that, in fact, popular demand was also an important force behind the growth in literacy. Although previous studies Charles Darwin: Charles Darwin, English naturalist whose scientific theory of evolution by natural selection founded modern evolutionary studies. Darwin, Charles: HMS Beagle voyageA map of Charles Darwin’s voyage on the HMS Beagle in 1831–36. Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Read More on This Topic. evolution: Charles Darwin. The founder of the modern theory of evolution was Charles Darwin. The son and grandson of physicians, he enrolled as a...